ABSTRACT Knowledge graph(KG)s have become more and more important for the field of cybersecurity. However, they usually contain much implicit semantic information, which needs to be further mined through semantic inference to be more useful for both analysts and automated systems. In this paper, we propose an incremental reasoning algorithm KGRL-Incre for the scenario that the instances of a KG is expanded with only a small set of triples, which can perform an incremental update to the previous reasoning result effectively to avoid a full re-reasoning over the expanded KG. The main contributions of our approach are the irrelevant triple filtering algorithms which reduce the scale of data that need to be processed and a delay reasoning strategy which limits the number of time-consuming iterations while still preserves relative completeness of the final result. The extensive experiments and comprehensive evaluations are conducted and the experimental results show that the KGRL-Incre can significantly reduce time consumption compared with the expanding and reasoning approach in the target scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
In past decades, knowledge graph (KG) has been widely used in various fields, such as question answering, search engine, and especially cyber security, due to the fact that knowledge graph contains rich semantic information. As the amount of relevant data and knowledge in field of cyber security has become more complex and increase rapidly, it has been more difficult to manage and utilize these information. There has been some effort been made to manage cyber security information by constructing domain knowledge graphs which connect data and knowledge from different sources, such as CyGraph [1] , Stucco [2] . However, although the data scale is getting large, there is still much implicit semantic information hidden in it, which cannot be directly used and needs to be further mined. Thus, greater effort is needed to organize and recognize information in knowledge graphs to make them easier and more useful to aid both analysts and automated systems.
Jia et al. [3] apply techniques such as knowledge reasoning for constructing a knowledge graph for cyber security. Both probabilistic model-based algorithms, like probabilistic soft logic [4] , and rule-based algorithms can be applied to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiangliang Zhang. such tasks. In face of large-scale knowledge graphs, rulebased algorithms have achieved significant performance and thus become mainstream methods. Rule-based algorithms rely more on a fixed set of logic rules. Early rule-based reasoning systems, such as Jena [5] , Sesame [6] , Pellet [7] , are mostly running in a stand-alone mode. However, as the size of knowledge graph grows, many distributed rule-based reasoning algorithms appear. Urbani et al. [8] propose a reasoning algorithm based on RDFS using MapReduce computational models [9] . Later, they extend the system to a new OWL Horst semantic reasoning system called WebPIE [10] . Gu et al. [11] design the Cichlid reasoning system based on RDFS/OWL using Spark computing platform [12] . Kim and Park [13] also present a distributed reasoning algorithm based on Spark [12] with OWL Horst rules. Besides, there are reasoning algorithms designed for streaming data [14] - [18] . These algorithms work well for general large-scale knowledge graph reasoning tasks, however, for cases where the knowledge graph is on continuous expansion with new triples, they need to perform a full reasoning after each expansion of the knowledge graph which consumes a lot of time and causes a lot of redundant computation.
In our previous conference paper [19] , we propose a distributed incremental reasoning algorithm KGRL-Incre for knowledge graph based on OWL2 RL/RDFS rule set.
Firstly, an irrelevant triple filtering process is introduced to reduce the size of data that needs to be considered. Secondly, a delay reasoning strategy is proposed to improve the performance by delaying some rule applications to the following incremental reasonings. Thirdly, the KGRL-Incre algorithm is designed based on the above two optimizations. This paper extended the conference paper in the following aspects. Firstly, the theoretical basis for incremental theory closure reasoning is presented. Secondly, the relative completeness preserving property of the proposed delay strategy is strictly proved. Thirdly, KGRL-Incre algorithm is redesigned, its efficiency is improved, and more experiments are performed to evaluate it. Experimental results on the DBpedia [20] and LUBM [21] datasets show that, when incrementally adding a relatively small number of new triples to the original knowledge graph, our algorithm is much faster than a full theory closure reasoning and the loss caused by the delay strategy is well controlled.
II. PREVIOUS WORKS
In our previous work [22] , we proposed a rule-based theory closure reasoning algorithm KGRL based on OWL2 RL rule set, which was designed for reasoning on large-scale knowledge graphs. The OWL2 RL rule set was divided into three subsets according to their characteristics: the R S rule set for reasoning about schema, the R K rule set for reasoning about instances, and the R I rule set for detecting inconsistency. For theory closure reasoning of knowledge graphs, only the R S and R K rule sets were needed to derive new triples from the existing triples in knowledge graphs. As we all know, the basic process of rule-based reasoning is iteratively applying reasoning rules one by one until no new consequence can be derived. So well-designed orders of rule applications for both R S and R K were proposed to improve the efficiency of reasoning. For example, R K was divided into six subsets and an optimized strategy for controlling the order of rule applications was proposed as shown in Fig. 1 Based on these orders of rule applications, algorithms for schema and instance reasoning were designed. Experimental results show that the KGRL algorithm can derive more implicit information efficiently.
Although KGRL performs well for normal full theory closure reasoning of large-scale knowledge graphs, there are still many challenge for designing an incremental reasoning algorithm based on it.
III. PRELIMINARIES
The basic concepts and notations used in this paper are illustrated in this section.
Definition 1 (Knowledge Graph): A triple is of form (s, p, o), where s and o are concepts (classes) or entities, and p is a property.
A knowledge graph K is defined as a pair (O, I ), where O is an ontology and I is an instance, both in the form of sets of triples.
Note that a triple is also written as ''s p o'' for simplicity. For a typical knowledge graph, the size of I is far larger than that of O, i.e. |I | |O|. The theory closure of a knowledge graph under a given inference rule set is formally defined as the following.
Definition 2 (Theory Closure): Let R be an inference rule set. The theory closure of a set of triples T under R is the smallest set T such that for any triple s, T R s implies s ∈ T , denoted as Th R (T ), where R is the entailment relation under the rule set R.
The theory closure of a knowledge graph
Since both the ontology O and instance I of a knowledge graph are finite sets, the theory closure Th(O) and Th(O∪I )− Th(O) are also finite. Any triple in Th(O) and Th(O ∪ I ) − Th(O) is derived by finitely many times of rule applications. Thus, the whole theory closure can be divided into several subsets based on how many rule applications are used for deriving a triple. For example, triples in I can be derived with 0 times rule application.
Definition 3: The set of triples derived with i times rule applications from a set of triples T is denoted as Th i (T ).
Th i has the following relationship with Th. Lemma 1: Th 0 (T ) = T and there exists a natural number N such that Th i (T ) = ∅, for i > N and
For the theory closure operator Th, it has the following property.
Lemma 2: Let T be a set of triples. If
Proof: Because s s, for any triple s ∈ T , s ∈ Th(T ). So T ⊆ Th(T ). Thus, T = T 1 ∪ T 2 ⊆ Th(T 1 ) ∪ T 2 . So for any triple s such that T s, Th(T 1 ) ∪ T 2 s. According to Definition 2, that is, for any s ∈ Th(T ), s ∈ Th(Th(T 1 ) ∪ T 2 ), i.e. Th(T ) ⊆ Th(Th(T 1 ) ∪ T 2 ). On the other hand, for any triple s such that Th(T 1 ) ∪ T 2 s, s can also derived from T 1 ∪ T 2 = T as any triple in Th(T 1 ) can be derived from T 1 . According to Definition 2, that is for any s ∈ Th(Th(T 1 )∪T 2 
Based on this lemma, the following corollary for incremental reasoning can be derived. 
Proof: According to Lemma 2, Th(
This corollary indicates that the derivation of theory closure of a given knowledge graph can be split into a twostep process: derive the theory closure for the relatively small ontology O first and then derive the theory closure for the much larger knowledge graph instance I together with Th(O).
IV. PROBLEMS
This paper mainly addresses the problem of how to effectively handle the case that the knowledge graph is continuously expanded with new triples. When a given knowledge graph is expanded, e.g. new instance triples are added to it, how can we derive the theory closure of the updated knowledge graph? The simplest answer is that update the knowledge graph and then perform a full theory closure reasoning again on the updated knowledge graph, i.e. path (2) of Fig. 2 . However, for large-scale knowledge graphs, a full theory closure reasoning costs too much to perform for each small expansion of the knowledge graph. Thus, an incremental reasoning algorithm is required to derive the theory closure Th(K 1 ) of the updated knowledge graph K 1 = (O, I ∪ E) from the theory closure Th(K 0 ) of the original knowledge graph K 0 and the expansion E, i.e. path (1) From the perspective of rule application, based on where the instance triples used in the rule applications come from, the applications of rules in R K can be divided into three types as shown in Fig. 3 : (1) (1) and (2) rule applications, which has a common character that they both utilize at least one triple from E.
To strictly describe this kind of rule applications which enforce a constraint on the involving of triples in a certain set, the following general formalization is introduced.
Definition 4: Let O be an ontology, I o and I n be instances. Apl(O, I o , I n ) is defined as the set of triples derived by single application of all rules in R K whose premises contain at least one triple from I n .
Based on this definition, it can be verified that, by fixing other parameters, Apl(O, I o , I n ) is monotonically increasing with I o and I n respectively.
Let
The following relations between result of rule applications and subset of theory closure which is derived with i times rule applications. VOLUME 7, 2019 Lemma 3:
Proof: It is obvious that Th 0 (S ∪E)−S = S ∪E −S ⊆ E. 
By mathematical induction, this lemma holds. Let T n = I ∪ n i=0 N i , n 0. Based on the above lemma, it can be proved that there exists a natural number M such that for n M , T n = Th(S ∪ E) − S.
V. INCREMENTAL REASONING ALGORITHM
In this section, we explain the challenges in designing an incremental reasoning algorithm for large-scale knowledge graphs as well as our strategies to address them. Based on that, we further present the design of the main algorithm for incremental reasoning.
For convenience, let us denote the knowledge graphs in the ith step of the continuous incremental reasoning process as K i , theory closure of K i as Th(K i ), the incremental additions to knowledge graph as E i , and new triples deduced by incremental reasoning as N i .
For large-scale knowledge graph, the size |K 0 | of the initial knowledge graph K 0 is far larger than the size |E i | of each expansion E i to K i−1 , where i 1.
There are two key challenges for designing a successful incremental reasoning algorithm. One is to make the incremental reasoning algorithm which can efficiently deduce new triples based on the results of the previous incremental reasoning and the expansion. The key issue is to avoid iterate through the whole knowledge graph for rule applying. The other one is to preserve the completeness of the reasoning results, i.e. make sure that the results of the incremental reasoning will eventually converge to the theory closure of the knowledge graph.
In order to deal with the challenge, we put forward two approaches for improving the performance of incremental reasoning and preserving the completeness of the results, which are further described in the following.
A. IRRELEVANT TRIPLE FILTERING
Based on the theoretical analysis in the previous sections, one key for designing an efficient incremental reasoning algorithm is to make the computation of Apl(Th(O), T n−2 , N n−1 ) efficient. Let us demonstrate two rule applications in the incremental scene first. Through the above example, it is clear that rules in R K for instance reasoning can be divided into two sets based on the number of patterns for matching instances (instance patterns) in the antecedent of rules. The first is the set of rules whose antecedents contain only a single instance pattern, e.g. rules like prp-spo1, denoted as R S K . As been explained in the above example, rules in this set only need to be applied to new triples in the expansion E which have never been applied with this rule before. . The second is the set of rules whose antecedents contain multiple instance patterns, e.g. rules like cls-avf, denoted as R M K . There are eight rules in R M K as listed in Table 1 . As demonstrate in Example 1, when applying these rules, the triples matching the instance patterns in the antecedents can be either from the instance set Th(Th(O) ∪ I ) − Th(O) of the previous theory closure or from the incremental expansion E to instance I , and at least one triple must from E. Otherwise, triples marching the instance patterns in the antecedent are all from Th(Th(O) ∪ I ) − Th(O). According to the definition of theory closure, the derived triples by applying this rule should be already contained in Th(Th(O) ∪ I ) − Th(O) and hence it is not necessary to apply this rule again.
Application strategy of these rules is a non-trivial part for designing an efficient incremental reasoning algorithm. Because the size of expansion E is relatively small, so for any given rule, the number of triples in the large instance Th(Th(O) ∪ I ) − Th(O) that can be used to form a rule application with some triples in E should also be small. Thus, the patterns in the antecedent of a rule and triples in E which are related to the rule can be utilized to build a strong filter for eliminating large parts of irrelevant triples in Th(Th(O) ∪ I ) − Th(O). As a result, there will be only a small amount of triples kept for the applications of each rule in Table 1 . By performing incremental reasoning only on these small data, the reasoning efficiency of rules in R M K can be improved. To achieve the goal of eliminating as many irrelevant triples as possible, an irrelevant triple filtering (ITF) algorithm is designed for each rule in Table 1 , whose inputs are the new instance triples E i , the current instance T i , and the ontology O. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the design of filtering algorithms by using the prp-fp rule as an example. For the irrelevant triples filtering of prp-fp rule, at first we find all properties of type ''owl:FunctionalProperty'' in the ontology of knowledge graph. Then we determine the pattern in the antecedent of prpfp rule that two triples have the same s and p, i.e. start from the same entity and connected through the same property. Based on this pattern, we can collect all (s, p) pairs in the set E i of new instance triples which come from triples contain properties p of type ''owl:FunctionalProperty''. Finally, all these (s, p) pairs are used to filter out all irrelevant triples in the large set of current instance T i .
B. DELAY REASONING STRATEGY
Based on Lemma 3, an immediate approach for incremental reasoning it to apply rules iteratively in R K until no new triple is derived. This approach is guaranteed to produce the theory closure of the expanded knowledge graph for each incremental reasoning, i.e. it is a completeness preserving approach. However, experimental results show that this approach is quite deficient for distributed reasoning of large-scale knowledge graph. The first reason is that the irrelevant triple filtering process is required to perform for each round of rule application and its runtime is determined by the size of current theory closure, which becomes expensive when performing multiple times. The second reason is that there is a base runtime for each round of rule application, which is determined by the implementation of rules on distributed computation platform such as Spark. Hence the number of irrelevant triple filtering process and iterations for rule application should be minimized in order to improve the efficiency of incremental reasoning. According to the theoretical analysis of incremental reasoning, it can be concluded that the number of new triples derived in each iteration shall decrease to zero as the number of iteration increase. Through observation of experimental results, we found that the trend of decrease is very rapid, most of the new triples are derived in the first few rounds of rule applications. Thus, most of the new triples can be derived even the number of iterations is restricted to a small constant in the current incremental reasoning. Besides, in the process of continuous knowledge graph expansion, the rule applications which are not being performed by the previous round of incremental reasoning can be relaid to the following rounds of incremental reasoning through carefully designed process such as the one shown in Fig. 4 . This incremental reasoning process starts with an initial knowledge graph K 0 = (O, I ) whose theory closure K 1 = (O , I ) is obtained by a normal theory closure reasoning. When an incremental expansion E 1 to the instance of K 0 occurs, an incremental reasoning is performed by applying R K rules according to the above proposed approach for a constant iteration on E 1 and the triple sets filtered from K 1 . Since all rule applications directly related to triples in E 1 have already been applied, E 1 shall be merged with K 1 to form K 2 to wait for utilization by further rule applications with new triples. All new triples derived by the incremental reasoning, denoted as N 1 , shall be merged with the following expansion E 2 to instance of K 2 = (O, I ∪E 1 ). After another round of incremental reasoning with K 2 and N 1 ∪E 2 as inputs, another set N 2 of derived new triples is obtained and
is formed as the knowledge graph which approximates to the theory closure and shall be used as an input of following incremental reasoning. The above process continues whenever there is an expansion to instance of the knowledge graph K n (n 0).
The above process can be formalized by the following recurrence formulas. Let
where n 1. Then N n−1 ∪ E n is the set of new triples for nth incremental reasoning while T n is the current instances in K n+1 , which are derived by the previous n − 1 incremental reasonings. Even though this process does not guarantee the completeness of each incremental reasoning, it guarantees that any triple in the theory closure will eventually occur in T n , i.e. it can preserve the relative completeness in the process of continuous incremental reasoning.
Lemma 4 (Relative Completeness Preserving): For any
, there exists a natural number M such that t ∈ T n for n M .
Proof: For any t ∈ I , it is easy to see that t ∈ T n for n 1.
Let us denote that
Based on the finiteness of O , I , E 1 , . . . , E i , and the rule set R K , there exists a natural number M i for each
and
We shall prove by induction that for any (i, j), where i
2. Assume that for (i, j) < (i 0 , j 0 ), this proposition holds. For (i, j) = (i 0 , j 0 ), suppose that t ∈ TE(i 0 , j 0 ), then by definition of Th j 0 , t is derived by a rule application whose premise are from O or triples been derived in less than j 0 step from TE(i 0 − 1) ∪ E i 0 . Assume these triples except the one from O are t 1 , . . . , t k , then for each t s there exists a (i s , j s ) < (i 0 , j 0 ) such that t s ∈ TE(i s , j s ) for 1 s k. By induction hypothesis, there exists a M s for each t s such that t s ∈ T n for n M s . Let M = max{M 1 , . . . , M k }. Without loss of generality, assume that t h is the triple corresponding to M . We know that M is the least natural number n such that t 1 , . . . , t k ∈ T n hold and t h ∈ N M −1 ∪ E M . Thus, the rule application which derives t shall be performed in
By mathematical induction, this proposition holds. Thus, for any t ∈ (TE(i)
Corollary 2: For any finite sequence E 1 , . . . , E m , there exists a number m such that for new sequence
Proof: Let us construct a countably infinite sequence of expansion, by add infinitely many empty set to the end of E 1 , . . . , E m . For this new sequence, according to Lemma 
. So when m = M , the corollary holds.
Based on the above lemma and corollary, it can be drawn that, in this process of continuous expansion followed by incremental reasoning, the loss of derived new triples in the previous round of incremental reasoning can be made up by the following rounds, which helps to control the total loss in each round of incremental reasoning. Finally, for a finite expansion sequence, the completeness of the final results can still be guaranteed by allowing a few extra rounds of rule applications after the final expansion to the knowledge graph.
C. MAIN ALGORITHM
The main incremental reasoning is designed as the Algorithm 2 based the above discussion.
Here the number of rule application iterations can be set to a constant, such as number 1, or max, i.e. the minimal number of iterations such that no new triples can be derived by rule applications.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
In this section, the efficiency and scalability of the KGRL-Incre algorithm are evaluated and the effectiveness of the delay reasoning strategy is also demonstrated.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND DATASETS
All experiments are conducted on a Spark cluster of 14 virtual machines with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-4607 v2 CPU, 8 cores, 32GB memory, Ubuntu Linux 18.04 (64bit) operating system Spark 2.3.2, Hadoop 2.7.1, JDK 1.8.0, and Python 3.6.
The datasets used for the evaluation of KGRL-Incre are the LUBM dataset [21] and the English version of DBpedia [20] April 2015 dataset. LUBM is a widely used synthetic dataset which can generate knowledge graphs of different scale based on a university domain ontology. In this paper, LUBM750, a knowledge graph consists of 750 universities, is generated by data generation tool UBA as a test dataset. The LUBM750 dataset contains 100, 103, 934 triples. DBpedia is a well-known linked open data set extracted from Wikipedia, which has a larger but simpler ontology comparing to LUBM. 
end for 19: until res − N i is empty or the iteration limit is reached 20: 
The DBpedia dataset used in the paper is constructed by removing tags and profiles of entities, links to external datasets such as Yago, and links to home pages. As a result, the DBpedia dataset is reduced to 107, 622, 682 triples. The above two datasets has a similar instance data scale but their ontology have different complexity, which enables us to perform a comprehensive evaluation for the performance of the proposed algorithm.
B. PERFORMANCE OF KGRL-INCRE
Both the KGRL theory closure reasoning algorithm and the KGRL-Incre incremental reasoning algorithm are implemented in Python 3. The implementation of KGRL used in the experiments is highly optimized based on the idea of this paper to reduce redundant computations. It is more than 5 times more efficient than the previous implementation for large-scale input such as LUBM750.
The first evaluation is to determine whether the performance of KGRL-Incre is better than that of KGRL. In order to do that, 10 6 triples are extracted from the DBpedia and LUBM750 datasets to form base knowledge graphs to be expanded. Then different scales (10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 , 10 6 respectively) of triples are treated as expansions to the base knowledge graphs. The time consumptions of KGRL on the expanded knowledge graphs and that of KGRL-Incre on the theory closure of the base knowledge graphs and the expansions are compared. The number of rule application iterations is set to max, i.e. the minimal number such that no new triples can be derived by rule applications.
The runtime of both KGRL and KGRL-Incre algorithms on the DBpedia dataset are shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, the runtime of KGRL increases slowly as the size of the expansion increase, since the size of the expansion is tiny comparing to the size of the base knowledge graph. For the proposed incremental reasoning algorithm KGRL-Incre, the runtime of it is also increasing slowly considering that the size of the expansion is getting larger exponentially. For all the first three scales, KGRL-Incre is at least two times faster than KGRL. This advantage is obvious even when the size of expansion increases to the relatively large 10 6 . In this scale, KGRL-Incre's runtime is still only 53% of KGRL's. A detailed analysis of the runtime of KGRL-Incre shows that a large part of time is used to select new triples from the derived triples by subtracting old triples. In many cases, it is not necessary to keep the triples in knowledge graph distinct from each other. Thus, these subtractions can be removed and the runtime of KGRL-Incre can be further reduced. The runtime of both KGRL and KGRL-Incre algorithms on the LUBM750 dataset are shown in Fig. 6 . LUBM750 is a little special that the runtime of KGRL suddenly drops VOLUME 7, 2019 when the size of the expansion is 10 6 . This is triggered by our optimization to KGRL which try to greedy produce as more new triples as possible in each iteration of rule application. For the runtime of KGRL-Incre on LUBM750, it is higher than that on DBpedia, which is mainly caused by the more complex ontology of LUBM. The complex ontology enables more rules to be applied during reasoning and many of them contain multiple instance patterns. So the irrelevant filter algorithm is trigged to perform more filter on the huge theory closure of base knowledge graph, which responses for almost half of the runtime. For the first scales, KGRL-Incre is still much faster than KGRL. While for the expansion of size 10 6 , KGRL is faster due to our optimization. However, if we consider the trend of increase of KGRL's runtime, the runtime of KGRL ans KGRL-Incre should be almost the same without the optimization. Hence, for knowledge graph with complex ontology such as LUBM, the incremental reasoning algorithm KGRL-Incre is useful for expansions whose sizes are less than 10 6 . As the incremental expansion is usually with relatively small size, KGRL-Incre is still a good choice for such reasoning.
C. LOSS EVALUATION OF KGRL-INCRE
In section V-B, a delay reasoning strategy is proposed for improving the efficiency of KGRL-incre algorithm, which is proved to have the relative completeness preserving property. In order to evaluate its effectiveness in real applications, we randomly extract 500, 000 triples from the DBpedia and LUBM750 datasets and treat the remaining sets as the initial knowledge graphs. The extracted triples are randomly split into 10 sets with the same number of triples. These 10 sets of triples are used as expansions to be added back into the initial knowledge graph one by one to simulate a continuous incremental reasoning process. The total number of triples obtained by KGRL-Incre is compared with the number of triples obtained by KGRL on the expanded knowledge graph to observe the trend of loss.
We conduct this experiment on both DBpedia and LUBM. Fig. 7 shows the results on DBpedia, where the x-axe is the expected number of triples after the current round of reasoning obtained by KGRL, and the y-axe is the number of triples obtained by KGRL-Incre following the delay reasoning strategy. Each data point in this figure represents the number of distinct triples in the outputs of both KGRL and KGRL-Incre algorithms in each round. Three sets of experiments are performed with the number of rule application iterations set to be 1, 2 and max, i.e. the number of iterations which we can ensure that no new triples can be derived. When the iteration limit is 1, the loss is more obvious. But comparing to the size of the theory closure, the loss is small and under control. In case that the iteration limit is 2, the loss is even small and at the 10th round of incremental reasoning, the loss becomes 0, which can be viewed as a piece of support evidence for Corollary 2. When the iteration limit is set to max, the loss in each round of reasoning is 0, i.e. there is no loss at all. 8 shows the results on LUBM750. We can see that all the data points are located exactly on the diagonal line, which indicates that no loss occurs on LUBM750 dataset even in the case that the iteration limit is set to 1.
In summary, the experimental results indicate that the iteration limit max is a good choice for cases that the loss needs to reduce to minimal, while for other cases, 1 or 2 is good enough to control the loss.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a distributed incremental theory closure reasoning algorithm KGRL-Incre is proposed and implemented based on OWL2 RL/RDFS inference rules for large-scale knowledge graphs. When a large-scale knowledge graph is been expanded with a small set of triples, the KGRL-Incre can effectively perform an incremental update to the original theory closure and avoid performing a full theory closure reasoning over the expanded knowledge graph from scratch. An irrelevant triple filtering algorithm is designed to reduce the amount of data to be processed during reasoning and a delay reasoning strategy is designed to improve the efficiency while preserve the relative completeness of the results in the process of continuous incremental reasoning. The experimental results demonstrate the efficiency, scalability of KGRL-Incre, and the capability of the delay reasoning strategy to control the loss in each round of incremental reasoning and preserve relative completeness.
